TechJain
IT SOLUTIONS

Sharing Life-Long Innovation

COMPANY
PROFILE
A worldwide contribution of digital solutions
and networks proffered alternatives of
methodical and structured solutions for welldened development services.

About us

TechJain IT Solutions, a native start-up company formed in 2022
based in Bhopal(M.P), with a pivotal role in fabricating and illustrating digital
solutions for particular customers.
TechJain's unied ingenious technologies consist of trademarked
devices and operations rened over our extensive experience to offer numerous
by- products that certify reliability expenditure control and business renement.
Our vision is to provide furnished and customized development
solutions for esteemed macro rms to a micro-enterprise, with the choicest
quality products and support services in cloud computing devops and IT
operations.
TechJain concentrates on helping small setups to rekindle and
stimulate their efforts for the evolution of modern age by offering customers,
well planned, productive services with everlasting relations.

OUR
OBJECTIVES
AUTHENTICITY
TechJain IT Solutions is a distinguished
company. Our belief is to fabricate and
maintain an everlasting deep-rooted
relationship with our clients.

EXPERIENCE
We are pioneer in maneuvering the
critical problems like software
development, web designing,
outsourcing etc.

REMEDIAL PROCESS
We aim to offer prime
solutions in order to obtain
your utmost gratication and
contentment.

MODEST APPROACH
As a critical thinker TechJain
always provide a modest and
feasible approach to our web
development services to diverse
entrepreneurs.

Area of

WORK

Website & app development
Logo and graphics design

Outsourcing
Web hosting

Domain registration
Internship and training program
Digital marketing

Our
services

WEB DEVELOPMENT
We put forward a business remedy emphasizing
crystal clear ideas on the customer's need all on
bargain basement. We are extremely peculiar
website Development Company presenting leading
edge web development services to lay out upper
level customer service to the wide range of our
clients. Our remedial business approach separates
us from other conventional web design companies.

ANDROID/IOS DEVELPOMENT
TechJain is an omnibus of multi-skilled mobile application
benets in Bhopal. We come up with top grade quality IOS
applications in short time span and appropriate costs. Our
team is formed of learned individuals with application
creating climate, APIs and SDKs. IOS is a working
substructure on I phones, Ipads and Ipods. We are active
in all different elds in this specic zone with our
intellectual in application improvements.

DIGITAL MARKETING
As we are heading towards a high tech world there is a
note worthy switch in the modes companies sell their
products. Digital promoting is one of the rst steps for
each and every micro and macro company. For
campaigning, marketing and illustration of any product
virtual presentation is utmost requirement. Tech Jain it
solutions is grateful to be in the service of prestigious
companies . We provide exceptional up to the minute
services to our customers. Our expertise is singular in
each aspect as we hold vast experience.

LOGO DESIGNING
A gist of designing a logo is converting your thought process into
a digital entity. Tech Jain chalks out the pleasing and effective
logos for specic companies as per their requirements, through
modern age designing software. Our graphic designers' ideas and
notions are ingenious and innovational. Designing a top notch
design logo is our forte .your search for a skilled graphic artist
ends in Tech Jain .In our company we offer premier works for
audio video, printing and digital marketing, SEO, SMO, PPC,
content writing, website design, growth etc.

Our
services

DOMAIN REGISTRATION
Domain name is the nucleus of any web project. Your
domain name represents the important segment of any
company's foundation. Domain name registration is the
procedure of registering a domain name, which pick out
one or more IP addresses with a distinct name and use in
URLs to single out specic websites. Tech Jain offers all
domain extension in economical pricing.

CONSULTING SERVICES
Our intellectual team is excellent in providing consulting
services to specic organizations, keeping in mind, what
they need direly. We work with high standards plans and in
such a strategic way so that one can produce high class
products.

WEB HOSTING
Web hosting is a process of hiring and
purchasing space to accommodate a
website on the World Wide Web that permits
companies and individual to post a website
or web page onto the internet. Tech Jain
provides this service in a budget friendly

BULK SMS SERVICES
As it mentions indicatively to the sending of wide ranging
number of SMS to phones of a prearranged receivers. Tech
Jain facilitates services like sending and r

IT HARDWARE AND SOFTWARRE SUPPORT
TechJain dispense custom IT hardware and software support and services to meet the
requirements of different companies and organizations with calculated and tactical strategies.

IT INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES
The service s we offer is skillfully designed to meet your needs. We provide it infrastructure to
build up your quality and by utilizing our administration and substructure you are free to create
wonders. Our proficient and accomplished engineers work to give our great
est possible extent
to our clients.

PERKS OF HIRING US.
·

·

·

·

Working with zeal and collaborating with others is one of our greatest
strengths. Our team will be equitably helping you to attain your desired
aim.
Hiring us gives you tremendous amount of gains to make you attain
your speciﬁc
Goals.
We plan each and every aspect beforehand as per requirements and
needs of our clients. During the process, we provide you daily updates
through preferred modes of communication.
We are exploring new techniques of making the journey of any product
development trouble free. Our join forces, preservation, and reformed
services make your journey with us exhilarating.

OUR STACK
PROFICIENCY

CONTACT US
sales@techjain.com
hr@techjain.com

+91 8149931718
+91 9586413079

www.techjain.com
Plot No. 131/09, 3rd Floor, Above Beauty Junctionn, Al-Qumar Complex,
M.P. Nagar Zone- II, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, 462011

